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Abstract

Multiplecontext processors have been proposed as an architectural technique to mitigate the effects of large
memory latency in multiprocessors. In this paper, we examine two schemes for implementing multiple-context
processors. The first scheme switches between contexts only on a cache miss, while the other interleaves the
contexts on a cycle-by-cycle basis. Both schemes provide the capability for a single context to fully utilize
the pipeline. We show that cycle-by-cycle interleaving of contexts provides a performance advantage over
switching contexts only at a cache miss. This advantage results from the context interleaving hiding pipeline
dependencies and reducing the context switch cost. In addition, we show that while the implementation of the
interleaved scheme is more complex, the complexity is not overwhelming. As pipelines get deeper and operate
at lower percentages of peak performance, the performance advantage of the interleaved scheme is likely to
justify its additional complexity.

1 Introduction

The latency for memory references is a serious problem for high-performance, large-scale, shared-memory
multiprocessors. The combination of large physical distances between processors and memory and the fast
cycle time of processors leads to latencies ranging from many tens to hundreds of processor cycles [14, 17,213.
For these multiprocessors to be effective on a wide range of applications, some mechanism is needed to avoid
or hide this memory latency.

There are several ways to avoid this large memory latency, including caching of shared data, and
restructuring of the application to maintain as much data locality as possible. While these schemes improve the
amount of computation a processor performs before requiring a long-latency memory access, often applications
still end up spending a large portion of their time waiting on memory references. To deal with this remaining
latency, several latency tolerating schemes have been proposed, including relaxed memory consistency models,
prefetching, and multiple-context processors. Recent studies [7, 12, 193 have shown that multiple-context
processors are a promising way to address the problem; this paper focuses on the multiple-context solution.

There have traditionally been two approaches for building multiple-context processors. The first ap-
proach, which has been referred to as a blocked scheme [4], shares the processor between a number of contexts.
A context utilizes all of the processor resources until it reaches a long latency operation, such as a cache miss,
at which it is considered blocked It then gives up the processor to another context, which hopefully has useful
work to perform. The second approach, which we refer to as an interleaved scheme, switches between multiple
contexts on a cycle-by-cycle basis. A context issues a single instruction, then all other active contexts issue
their instructions in turn, after which the first context can issue its next instruction.

The blocked scheme has been explored primarily in the context of multiprocessors with coherent
caches [2, 12, 251. For these machines, the point at which a processor is considered to be blocked is generally
at a cache or local memory miss. For example, the APRIL 12,  121 processor switches contexts when a memory
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request cannot be satisfied by the cache or local memory. In addition, APRIL provides the ability to force a
context switch on a failed synchronization attempt. Using these two events as switch criteria, APRIL has the
ability to tolerate the latency of both memory requests and synchronization.

Interleaved processors have been proposed to solve two problems: stalls due to both pipeline dependen-
cies and memory latency. Two representative examples are the Denelcor HEP [23]  and Halstead’s MASA [8].
In the HEP multiprocessor, interleaved contexts were used to remove almost all pipeline stalls. A context
could only issue an instruction every 8 cycles, which corresponded to the pipeline depth. Since an instruction
could never encounter a pipeline dependency, no hardware or compiler resources had to be devoted to resolving
pipeline hazards.’ In addition, HEP provided the ability to hide the latency of a memory request by removing
an instruction stream from the issue queue while the memory was being accessed The MASA architecture
similarly masks both pipeline dependencies and memory latencies by only issuing a context’s instruction after
its previous instruction has completed.

While the interleaved scheme removes stalls due to pipeline dependencies, the performance of the
interleaved processor suffers when there are not enough processes available to keep the pipeline full. This can
be a severe drawback when the application does not provide enough parallelism. In addition, the performance of
a single thread can never be better than one instruction every pipeline depth cycles. So even if there are enough
processes to keep the pipeline full, it is not possible to run a single thread at near-peak processor performance.
To address these limitations, we add fuZZ pipeline interlocks to the traditional interleaved schemes. Instructions
are still only issued from a ready context; however, instructions from a single context can be issued every
cycle, allowing a single process to achieve the same performance on the multiple-context processor as on a
single-context processor. Since this modified interleaved scheme has advantages over the traditional interleaved
scheme, we will only consider the modified interleaved scheme further, referring to it as simply the interleaved
scheme.

In this paper, we compare the performance of the interleaved and blocked schemes. For our comparison,
we use the SPLASH [22]  application suite, and simulate two pipelines that roughly model those of the MIPS
R3000 [lo] and R4000 [16]. We show that the relative advantage of the interleaved scheme is greater for the
deeper, R4000-like pipeline. The advantage of the interleaved scheme also improves with increasing number of
contexts per processor. The performance advantage of the interleaved scheme is promising; for the SPLASH
applications, the interleaved scheme provides a 21% increase in processor utilization over the blocked scheme
when running on the deeper pipeline with four contexts per processor.

In addition to comparing the performance of the two schemes, we also discuss the implementation.
We show that the interleaved scheme imposes more constraints on the macro-architecture of the processor.
These constraints arise primarily because the processor issues a variable number of instructions between two
instructions from the same context, which limits the amount of decision making which can be performed in
the compiler. In addition to constraining the macro-architecture, the variable instruction issue complicates the
implementation. However, the additional complexity is not overwhelming, and for processors which noticeably
suffer from non-ideal pipeline utilization, the performance advantage of the interleaved scheme may warrant the
additional complexity.

Before comparing the performance of the two schemes, we describe our methodology in Section 2.
Then, in Section 3, we present the results of the performance comparison. We also examine the relationship
between an application’s behavior and the performance gains experienced by the interleaved scheme. To address
the other half of the cost/performance equation, we address implementation issues for the two schemes in
Section 4. We then discuss related work in Section 5, and finally present conclusions in Section 6.

‘An exception to this is the divide unit, which could not sustain an issue rate of one divide per cycle.
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Figure 1: Base Architecture.

2 Evaluation Methodology

To describe our methodology, we start by describing the base architectures used in the evaluation. We then
describe the simulation environment, and finally discuss the benchmark applications used in the study.

2.1 Base Architecture

Figure 1 shows the base multiprocessor architecture used in this study. The multiprocessor consists of a number
of nodes connected together through a high-bandwidth, low-latency interconnect. Each node consists of a
processor, cache, local memory, and a network interface. The caches are kept coherent using a directory-based
cache coherence protocol, such as that used in the Stanford DASH multiprocessor [ 141.

We use two different processor architectures for our study. The pipelines of the processors are shown
in Figure 2; we refer to them as base and deeper. The base pipeline is representative of commercially available
RISC processors. The pipeline phases are: IF, instruction fetch; RF, instruction decode and register fetch; EX,
execution; DF, data fetch; and WB, result writeback. The second pipeline is representative of more deeply
pipelined RISC processors just becoming available (ours is based on the MIPS R4000  pipeline [16]).  It is
similar to the base pipeline, except the IF cycle is split into two cycles, IF1 and IF2, and the DF cycle is split
into three cycles, DFl, DF2, and TC, where TC represents the cache tag check. The specific instruction set
used is the MIPS I instruction set [lo]. This instruction set is representative of load/store RISC architectures.

2.2 Simulation Environment

The simulation environment consists of a detailed architecture simulator, which is tightly coupled to the Tango [6]
reference generator. Tango executes multiple processes on a uniprocessor, interleaving the processes to simulate
a multiprocessor. Tango augments the parallel program at the assembly code level to add this interleaving. Our
memory system and pipeline simulator is linked with the augmented parallel program to provide memory and
instruction latencies to Tango.
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Figure 2: Structure of the Two Pipelines.

2.2.1 Pipeline Simulation

The simulator handles three pipeline dependencies, which account for almost all of the pipeline stalls for the
applications we will study. The first dependency occurs between a load instruction and a subsequent instruction
that uses the result of the load instruction. If the load data is not available for the subsequent instruction, a
hazard has occurred. The load deZay  is the number of instructions following a load instruction that wilI cause
a hazard. The second dependency results from operations which take more than a single cycle to complete
the execution (EX) phase. For the pipelines we are considering, floating-point operations and integer multiply
and divide are the major operations taking more than a single EX cycle. For these operations, a result huzard
occurs when an instruction uses the result of an instruction before it is available. In addition, the functional
units may only be able to accept a new instruction every I cycles, where I is the issue rate of the functional unit.
If another instruction wishes to use the functional unit before I cycles have elapsed, an issue hazard results.
The final pipeline dependency occurs when a control-transfer instruction, such as a branch is encountered. The
address of the instruction following the branch may not be known until several cycles after the branch is issued.
A common solution used by RISC processors is the deZayed branch, where a certain number of instructions
sequentially following the branch (in the branch delay  slots), are executed regardless of the branch outcome.

The pipeline dependency parameters for our two processors are given in Table 1. For the branch delays,
the delay slots are nonsquashing (the delay slot instruction executes regardless of the branch outcome). While
the deeper pipeline has a single architectural delay slot, the pipeline is unable to generate a branch target until
three cycles after the branch. Thus for the deeper pipeline, all taken branches will have an additional two cycle
penalty. There are separate floating-point units for addition, multiplication, and division, and these units can
operate in parallel. In addition, there is a single multiply/divide functional unit, which can operate in parallel
with the floating-point units. The integer multiply/divide unit and the floating-point units are not pipelined, so
the issue latency and the result latency arc equivalent. Operation on single-precision floating-point is slightly
faster than double-precision, and the single-precision numbers are shown in parenthesis in the table.

Each pipeline dependency typically stalls  the processor for a much shorter duration than a remote
memory access. However, pipeline stalls arc much more frequent than remote memory accesses. Since the total
number of pipeline stalls depends heavily on how well the compiler can hide these dependencies, it is important
that the code be optimized with respect to the pipelines that are being simulated. In the MIPS compiling
environment, pipeline scheduling is done by the assembler. We insure that the instrumented code is properly
scheduled by replacing the standard MIPS assembler with a parameter&able assembler developed at Stanford.

2.2.2 Multiple Context Simulation

The architecture simulator handles the multiplexing of multiple instruction streams on the multiple-context
processor. For the blocked scheme, the simulator switches contexts on read misses. The cost of a context switch
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Table 1: Pipeline Simulation Parameters.

I 1 B a s e  Fbeiine 1 Deeper Pineline 1
Load Delay
Branch Delay
Integer Multiply
Integer Divide
Floating-point Add
Floating-point Multiply
Floating-point Divide

1 ;lock * -2 pclocks
1 pclock 1 pclock

12 pclocks 12 pclocks
35 pclocks 76 pclocks

2 (2) pclocks 4 (4) pclocks
5 (4) pclocks 8 (7) pclocks

19 (12) pclocks 36 (23) pclocks

for this scheme is equivalent to the pipeline depth (5 cycles for the base pipeline, 8 for the deeper pipeline),
since we assume the instructions already in the pipeline must be squashed For the interleaved scheme, the
simulator cycles through the available contexts in a round-robin fashion. When a context encounters a read
miss, the context is marked unavailable until the read data returns. While the cost to switch between contexts
for the interleaved scheme is zero, there is an indirect cost associated with a context encountering a read miss.
This cost is equal to the number of instructions from this context that arc already in the pipeline, as they must
be squashed We will refer to this cost as the context switch cost for the interleaved scheme.

The simulator handles synchronization events in a manner analogous to memory operations. A processor
context switches (and marks a context unavailable) when blocking on a synchronization operation. When the
synchronization event successfully completes, the context is marked available. The lone exception to simulating
synchronization operations in this manner occurs for applications which perform explicit spinning on shared
memory locations. Spin-waiting poses an interesting problem for multiple contexts. For the blocked scheme,
deadlock is possible if one context repeatedly spins on an event, never missing in the cache, while the context
which is to produce the event is inactive on the same processor. To solve this problem for our simulations, we
add an explicit context switch instruction to each spin loop iteration. This is a reasonable solution, given the
programmer knows where the spinning is occurring. However, for cases where the programmer may not catch
ail the spinning in an application, the processor should have some form of watchdog timer that forces a context
switch after a certain number of instructions by the same context.

In contrast, the interleaved scheme does not suffer from this potential deadlock situation. Even though
the context spinning may be on the same processor as the context that will produce the event, both contexts are
interleaved, providing forward progress for the event-producing context. However, the spinning context does
take processor cycles that would be better used by the contexts which are not spinning. This cycle stealing by a
spinning context from the event-producing context can increase the time spent spinning by a program. For our
simulations, we fix this problem by giving priority to instructions from non-spinning contexts. To enable a fair
comparison, for the blocked scheme we also give priority to switching to a context which is not spinning.

2.2.3 Memory System Simulation

The memory simulator consists of a detailed data cache model connected to a simplified network and memory
system. 2 The cache is lockup-free [ll, 20, 241, with the simulator modeling all the internal states of the
cache. The parameters for the cache are given in Table 2. We have assumed that a write buffer and release
consistency [5] are being used, resulting in the cost associated with writes being very low [7]. We model this by
using a cache with a write-through policy for stores, and assume writes complete in the network immediately.
Therefore the processor will never stall on a write. While connecting a write-through cache directly to the
network is not a reasonable design decision for an actual multiprocessor implementation, it simplifies the

21nstruction  references are not sent to the cache simulator and are implicitly assumed to hit in the cache.
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Table 2: Cache Parameters.

Size 64 Kbytes
Associativity Direct Mapped
Line Size 32 bytes
write Policy Write-through, no allocation
Pending Read Limit 1 per context
write Occupancy 1 pclock
Read Occupancy 1 pclock
Invalidate Occupancy 2 pclocks
Cache Fill Occupancy 4 pclocks

Table 3: Memory Latencies.

Hit in Primary Cache 1 pclock
Reply from Local Node 25-45 pclocks (uniform distribution)
Reply from Remote Node 75-135 pclocks (uniform distribution)

simulator and reasonably models the low cost associated with writes under our assumptions. Read operations
have the latencies shown in Table 3. We model cache contention, which is added to these base latencies. While
cache contention is modeled, the network and memories are contentionless. This should not greatly affect our
results, as the network and memory contention should roughly increase the memory latency equally for both
the blocked and interleaved schemes. Simplifying the network and memory system allows us to simulate larger
problems, while still providing a sufficient model of the memory system behavior.

2.3 Applications

To evaluate the two architectural alternatives, we use the SPLASH suite, a set of parallel scientific and engineering
applications written in either C or FORTRAN. The applications use the Argonne National Laboratory macro
package [15]  for synchronization and sharing. We briefly describe the six SPLASH applications below; a more
detailed discussion of the applications can be found in the SPLASH technical report [22].

Water is an example of an N-body application. It evaluates forces and potentials in a system of water
molecules in the liquid state. Our Water simulations were for 288 molecules. We simulated Water for two time
steps, while only recording the results for the second time step. Since Water does almost identical work on each
time step, gathering statistics from a single time step suffices. The second step is recorded to avoid undesirable
cache effects caused by the initialization of data by a single processor.

Ocean studies the role of eddy and boundary currents in influencing large-scale ocean movements. The
program sets up a set of spatial partial differential equations. These equations are transformed into difference
equations which are solved on two-dimensional fixed-size grids, statically partitioned between the processors.
We simulated Ocean on a 98x98 grid over six time steps. Again, the f&t time step is not recorded to avoid
initialization effects.

MP3D is a three-dimensional particle-based simulator for rarefied air flow. The overall computation
consists of evaluating the positions and velocities of the particles over several time steps, with barriers between
time steps. For our simulations, we simulated MP3D for four time steps, with 50,000 particles, and a 14x24~7
space array. Again, the Grst time step is not recorded.

LocusRoute is a VLSI standard cell router. It attempts to minimize circuit area by routing wires through
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regions (routing cells) which have few other wires running through them. It does this by calculating a cost
function for each route being considered for a wire, and selects the lowest cost route. The cost function is based
on the number of wires already routed through the routing cells selected by the route. We routed Primary1 grin,
a circuit consisting of 1266 wires and 481x18 routing cell array, for two iterations using geographical wire
partitioning. We recorded statistics from the spawning of the processes, stopping just before the final route
quality computation.

.

PTHOR is a parallel, distributed-time, event-driven, circuit simulator. We simulated the rise circuit for
5,000 time ticks, with a 200 tick clock cycle. The rise circuit consists of 5,060 elements, where an element
corresponds to a basic functional block, such as an AND gate or latch. We started recording statistics after the
input files have been read and the simulator initialized, stopping just before the final simulation results were
printed..

Cholesky performs a parallel Cholesky factorization of a sparse positive definite matrix. We simulated
the factorization of the matrix BCSSTKll, which is a 1806x1806 matrix, with 30,824 non-zero elements. We
recorded statistics only for the parallel numeric factorization.

The SPLASH suite contains complete applications, not kernels. Four of the applications (Ocean,
Water, MP3D,  and Cholesky) arc scientific computations and two (LocusRoute  and PTHOR) are from the area
of computer-aided design. While no application suite is ideal for all architectural evaluations, the SPLASH
suite does cover a range of problem domains and algorithms, and constitutes a reasonable workload for a
shared-memory multiprocessor.

3 Performance Results

While the previous section described the base architecture, we still have a number of degrees of freedom in
the design of a multiple context machine, such as the number of contexts supported in hardware. We start this
section by discussing the hardware configurations we simulated. We then examine the results of the performance
evaluation, using three of the SPLASH applications to illustrate the major trends. Using these applications,
we also examine the relationship of the application’s behavior and the performance gains experienced by the
interleaved scheme. Finally, we summarize the section.

3.1 Simulation Configurations

One of the important multiple-context parameters is the number of contexts supported in the hardware.  For our
simulations, we vary this number of contexts between one and eight. As we will see from the simulation results,
eight contexts is usually enough to cover almost all the memory latency.

For all the simulations, a fixed number of application processes are used. We used 16 processes for our
simulations. Previous studies [7, 12,251 have used a fixed number of processors in evaluating the effectiveness
of multiple contexts. With a fixed number of processors, the number of application processes increases as
the number of contexts (processes) per processor is increased. Since the number of application processes is
increasing, lack of application parallelism and varying process workloads affect the results. Using a fixed number
of processes does not have these problems, as the amount of work done by each context is roughly the same
across the different numbers of contexts per processor. However, using a fixed number of processes affects
the run-time behavior by reducing the amount of interprocessor communication needed by the program, since
processes which would have previously needed to communicate are now sharing a cache. While both methods
have their advantages and disadvantages, we are more interested in avoiding the effects of limited application
parallelism, and consequently simulate a fixed number of processes.
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We present the simulation results of each application in two formats. To examine general trends,
we show a set of four graphs, presenting the processor utilization’breakdown across the two pipelines and two
multiple-context schemes. In these graphs, the total time spent by the processor executing the program is broken
into several categories. These categories are (a) BUSY, time spent executing instructions, (b) SPIN, time spent
spin-waiting on an event, (c) PIPESTALL, stalls due to load hazards, branch delay slots without useful work, and
functional unit result and issue hazards, (d) SWITCH, context switch cost, (e) CACHESTALL, contention for
the lockup-free cache, and (f) IDLE, unoverlapped memory latency. To allow for a more detailed examination
of the results, we also provide a table containing the processor utilization breakdown and application miss rate.
In the tables, we have broken the PIPESTALL category of the graphs into its three components.

3.2 Simulation Results

To help illustrate the major trends, we have selected three of the SPLASH applications: MP3D, Water,
and PTHOR. These three were selected as a representative sample of the SPLASH applications we simulated.
The results for the other applications are given in Appendix A. Looking at the processor utilization graphs for
our three selected applications in Figures 3-5, we observe several general trends.

First, the addition of multiple contexts is quite effective in increasing the processor utilization. For
example, for MP3D running on the deeper pipeline, the processor utilization improves from under 25% to
over 60% for the eight-context blocked scheme, while improving to nearly 80% for the interleaved scheme.
MP3D operates on a large number of particles each time step, performing  a relatively short computation on
each particle. Since the particle data is too large to fit in the cache, there is little reuse between time steps,
resulting in the high miss rate of 12.0%. This high miss rate explains the low single-context processor utilization
for MP3D. Water, on the other hand, has very good cache behavior (a 0.7% miss rate) and consequently has
a much higher single-context utilization (approximately 45%) for the deeper pipeline. Eight-context processor
utilization improves to 55% for the blocked scheme and to over 70% for the interleaved scheme. For PTHOR,
the utilization increases from 16% to over 45% for the blocked scheme and to nearly 65% for the interleaved
scheme. While the increases in processor utilization vary from application to application, all applications benefit
from the addition of multiple contexts,

Looking next at the differences in processor utilization between the two pipelines, we observe that, as
expected, for the deeper pipeline the applications spend a greater percentage of their time in context switches
and pipeline stalls than for the base pipeline. The percentage of time spent in pipeline stalls for the deeper
pipeline can be fairly substantial. Using the more detailed numbers in Tables 4-6, we observe that PTHOR
spends 0.66 cycles in pipeline stalls for every busy cycle, while for Water the ratio is 0.72 cycles stalled for
every busy cycle. MP3D has the lowest ratio of cycles stalled to cycles busy, 0.38. For Water and MP3D,
scientific codes, (floating-point) functional unit hazards are the major contributor to the pipeline stall time.
PTHOR, a CAD application, does not containing significant amounts of floating-point computation, and most
of its pipeline stall is due to load hazards. For all the SPLASH scientific applications, floating-point hazards are
the major contributor to stalls, while for the engineering applications, load or control-transfer hazards are the
major contributor.

Finally, we turn to the differences between the two multiple-context schemes. From the graphs, we
observe that the interleaved scheme is indeed benefiting from reduced pipeline stalls and lowered context switch
costs, although the benefits are being slightly offset by increased cache contention. We first  examine in more
detail the difference in context switch overhead between the two schemes. For the interleaved scheme, the
percentage of total time spent context switching decreases as the number of contexts per processor increases.
There arc three factors at play in determinin g the percentage of time the interleaved scheme spends context
switching. First, the total number of context switches depends directly on the read miss rate. For all the
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Figure 3: Processor Utilization - MP3D.
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Table 4: Detailed MP3D Results.

Idle

Base Pipeline
Single Context Two Contexts
BLock 1 Inter Block 1 Inter

70.8 70.8 40.5 43.3
Cache Contention 05 0.5 1.9 1.9
Switch Overhead 0.0 0.0 5.7 3.7
Load Stall 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1
Branch Stall 1.1 1.1 1.9 1.9
Execution Stall 1.7 1.7 2.7 2.3

Four Contexts
Biock 1 Inter

8.0 9.8
45 5.3
8.1 3.8
0.1 0.0
2.9 3.1
4.2 24

72.2 75.6

Eight Contexts
Block 1 Inter

0.4 0.3
4.8 6.7
7.7 1.8
0.1 0.0
3.2 3.5
4.7 1.6

79.1 86.1Busy 1 25.8 25.8 47.2 46.9
ReadMissRate 1 120 12.0 11.6 11.6 10.7 10.7 1 9.3 9.2

Deeuer Piueline

Idle

Single Context Two Contexts Four Contexts Eight Contexts
Block  I Inter Block  ] Inter Block 1 Inter Block  I I n t e r

65.6 65.6 32.4 35.3 5.4 6.2 05 0.3
Cache Contention 0 5 05 1.6 1.7 3.2 4.4 3.2 5.8
Switch Overhead 0.0 0.0 8.1 6.1 10.5 55 9.8 2.3
Load Stall 1.2 1.2 2.0 1.4 2.7 0.8 2.9 0.0
Branch Stall 2.8 2.8 4.8 3.9 6.7 3.8 7.1 3.3
Execution Stall 5.6 5.6 9.0 8.4 12.6 11.1 13.6 8.4
Busy 24.3, 24.3 , 42.1 43.2 , 58.8 68.1 , 62.8 79.9
Read Mii Rate 1 12.0 12.0 1 11.6 11.6 t 10.7 10.7 I 9.3 9.2



Blocked Interleaved

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B
Number of Contexts

Deeper Pipeline
Figure 4: Processor Utilization - Water.

Number of Contexts

Table 5: Detailed Water Results.

Idle
Cache Contention
Switch Overhead
Lad stall
Branch Stall
Execution Stall
Busy
Read Miss Rate

Base Pipeline
Sinele Context 1 Two Contexts 1 Four Contexts
BGk I Inter Block I Inter Block 1 Inter

21.5 21.5 8.6 5.6 2.6 1.9
4.6 4.6 55 6.8 5.9 8.0
0.0 0.0 1.0 05 1.0 0.3
1.1 1.1 1.3 0.4 1.4 0.0
2.8 2.8 3.2 35 3.4 3.8

12.0 120 13.7 10.5 14.6 7.2
57.9 57.9 66.7 72.6 71.0 78.8

0.7 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.7
-. __

15.0 4.1

Idle

Deeper Pipeline
Single Context Two Contexts Four Contexts Eight Contexts
Block 1 Inter BIock I Inter Block 1 Inter Block I Inter

17.9 17.9 7.0 4.8 2.1 2.1 0.4 0.8
Cache Contention 3.4 3.4 3.9 5.0 4.1 6.0 4.2 6.6
Switch Overhead 0.0 0.0 1.2 0.7 1.1 0.4 1.2 0.2
LOad  Stall 25 25 2.8 1.8 3.0 0.3 3.0 0.0
Branch Stall 8.0 8.0 8.9 6.9 9.4 5.0 95 4.8
Execution Stall 22.5 225 25.0 21.9 26.4 19.3 26.9 15.4
Busy 45.7 45.7 51.2 58.9 53.9 66.9 54.8 72.1
Read M i i Rate 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.8
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applications the read miss rate stays relatively constant across the different number of contexts, and has a minor
effect on the context switch overhead Second, as the processor spends less time idle, the relative percentage
of time spent in the other categories increases. Finally, as more contexts are added, the cost of each context
switch decreases. It is this third factor which dominates for the interleaved scheme, causing the context switch
time to decrease as mom contexts am added. For the blocked scheme, the percentage of time spent in context
switching is inftuenced only by the miss rate and decreasing idle time. Since the miss rate is relatively constant,
the decreasing idle time dominates, causing the relative percentage of time spent context switching to increase
as more contexts are added.

To examine the difference in pipeline staIl time between the two schemes, we need to look at the more
detailed numbers in Tables 4-6. From these tables, we can see that the load, branch, and functional unit issue
and result stalls tend to decrease for the interleaved scheme with increasing numbers of contexts. In contrast,
for the blocked scheme the amount of time spent in pipeline stalls remains the same relative to the processor
busy time. For example, for Water running on the deeper pipeline, regardless of the number of contexts, there is
0.49 cycles of functional unit issue and result stalls for each busy cycle. Examining these three pipeline effects
in more detail, we see that the interleaved scheme does very well at reducing the load stalls to near zero as
the number of contexts is increased. However, while the branch and functional unit stalls are reduced, they do
not get removed completely. For branch stalls, this is because the penalty associated with an unfilled branch
delay slot cannot be hidden by the interleaved scheme. For functional unit stalls, the reduction is limited by
separate contexts encountering an issue hazard while contending for the same functional unit. The frequency
and duration of these confIicts depends on the application characteristics and the context interleaving.

As a final point, we notice that the performance of the interleaved scheme is less dependent on the
underlying pipeline than the blocked scheme. As more contexts are added, the processor utilization difference
between the two pipelines narrows. This is an important advantage of the interleaved scheme, as the trend
towards exploiting intra-stream, instruction-level parallelism is leading towards pipelines which operate less
efficiently relative to their peak rate.

3.3 Results Summary

As we have seen, the interleaved does indeed benefit from reduced pipeline delays and context switch costs. The
performance  advantage of the interleaved scheme varies depending on the application, and can be substantial
for certain applications. Table 7 summarizes the results for all the SPLASH applications. The benefits of
the interleaved scheme are greater for deeper pipelines, with their higher pipeline dependency costs. These
results show the performance advantage of the interleaved scheme to be promising; what is now needed is
an investigation into its implementation cost. To address the cost, we need to look in more detail at the
implementation issues involved in building multiple-context processors using the two schemes.

4 Implementation Issues

The complexity associated with building any multiple-context processor is manifested primarily in three re-
quirements. The first requirement is that the memory system be able to handle multiple outstanding memory
operations, implying the need for a lockup-free cache, [ll]. In addition, resources shared between contexts,
such as the instruction cache and buffers, the data cache, and the TLB may need to be optimized to handle
the multiple working sets. While design of lockup-free caches and optimization of shared resources is beyond
the scope of this paper, they are important issues, and need to be addressed in the design of a multiple-context
processor. The second requirement is that the user-visible state be replicated to have a unique copy per context.
This user-visible state includes the register tie(s), processor status word program counter, and any other state
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Table 6: Detailed PTHOR Results.

Idle
Cache Contention
Switch Overhead
Load Stall
Branch Stall
Execution Stall
spin
BUSy
Read Mii Rate

Four Contexts 1 Eight Contexts
Block 1 Inter 1 Block 1 Inter

1 I

220 26.0 8.8 10.7
4.6 5.8 6.2 9.7
7.4 3.7 8.9 29
7.3 2.2 8.7 0.7
4.9 5.2 5.7 6.5
0.5 0.3 0.6 0.1
3.4 4.1 1.9 I.7

49.8 52.8 59.2 67.7
I

6.8 7.5 1 7.2 8.4

1.0 1.0 2.2 2.4
0.0 0.0 5.1 2.9
2.7 2.7 4.7 3.1
1.8 1.8 3.2 3.2
0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3
4.6 4.6 4.7 4.9

18.1 18.1 32.1 32.5
7.2 7.2 6.9 7.3
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Table 7: Processor Utilization Improvement of Interleaved Scheme.

Number of Contexts 1 Two 1 Four 1 Eight
Base Pipeline

Water 8.9% 10.9% 14.1%
MP3D -0.7% 4.8% 8.9%
ocean -2.2% 1.0% 7.5%
LocusRoute 10.6% 4.8% 2.8%
Cholesky 16.7% 23.7% 10.2%
PTHOR 1.0% 5.9% 14.3%
Geometric mean 5.5% 8.3% 9.6%

Deeper Pipeline
Water 15.2% 24.2% 31.7%
MP3D 2.7% 15.8% 27.2%
ocean 2.7% 14.6% 22.8%
LocusRoute 13.7% 24.1% 33.2%
Cholesky 15.0% 28.7% 29.8%
PTHOR 3.2% 19.1% 41.4%
Geometric mean 8.6% 21.0% 30.9%

that must be saved during a context switch on a single-context processor. The third requirement is that additional
control logic and its associated state needs to be added to schedule the multiple contexts on the processor and
insure correct operation of the pipeline for all exceptional conditions.

In this section, instead of focusing on general issues in building multiple-context processors, we focus
primarily on the issues that will allow us to differentiate between the two multiple-context schemes. Since some
of the different complexities reflect back on the macro-architecture, we first explore the macro-architectural
issues and then turn to micro-architectural issues.

4.1 Macro-architectural Considerations

In modem instruction set architectures, many of the pipeline dependencies that must be obeyed are made visible
to the compiler. This is done in order to allow the compiler to schedule the code around these hardware
dependencies. Since the compiler has more global knowledge about the program, it can often make scheduling
decisions that are not practical to make in hardware at run-time. This has a simplifying effect on the hardware,
as the only place where hardware is needed to resolve dependencies is for those cases where the compiler does
not have enough knowledge to perform an adequate job.

Since the blocked scheme has only a single context active at any given point, the decision to resolve
pipeline dependencies in the compiler or hardware can be made on the basis of cost/performance analyses very
similar to the well-understood single-context processor tradeoffs. However, for the interleaved scheme, the
instruction issue of a single context relative to the processor instruction stream cannot be determined statically.
This greatly impairx  the ability of the compiler to make scheduling decisions, forcing it to make conservative
assumptions. For intra-context pipeline dependencies, the compiler must assume that no intervening instructions
will resolve the dependency. Inter-stream dependencies cannot be resolved by the compiler, and require dynamic
hardware resolution. Using examples, we explore the constraints imposed by the interleaved scheme on the
macro-architecture. We first examine load and branch hazards, which show the effects of the interleaved scheme
on intra-context pipeline dependencies. Then we examine the floating-point hazards, showing the effects on
inter-context dependencies.

As our first example, we look at the tradeoff between the compiler removing load hazards by inserting
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nop instructions into the code and the hardware providing interlocks to stall the pipeline to remove load hazards.
For this example, the use of dynamic hardware resolution has a larger performance advantage for the interleaved
scheme than the blocked scheme. For the blocked scheme, using the compiler to resolve load hazards results in a
simpler design by removing the need for hardware to detect the load hazard. On the other hand, using hardware
interlocks removes the need for the extra nop instructions, resulting in a smaller code space and its associated
benefits. For the interleaved scheme, we can still use the compiler to insert nops to resolve the load hazards,
however, providing hardware interlocks has an additional performance benefit over using the compiler. With an
interleaved multiple-context processor, instruction(s) from other contexts may be in the pipeline between the two
dependent instructions, and may provide enough delay that the hazard will never occur. The compiler is unable
to exploit this potential hazard removal, as it does not know how many instructions from other contexts will lie
between the two dependent instructions, and must conservatively assume that no instructions will separate them.

As an example where the cost portion of the cost/performance tradeoff equation changes, we examine the
tradeoffs involved in reducing the penalty associated with control-transfer instructions. Many RISC processors
utilize dekzyed branches to reduce the branch penalty. Assuming that unf2led branch delay slots execute
regardless of the interleaving, there appear to be no performance differences for delayed branches between the
blocked and interleaved processors. However, when the implementation issues involved in providing delayed
branches for an interleaved processor are examined, it becomes apparent that there is a larger hardware cost
than for the blocked processor (we explore this greater hardware cost in the micro-architecture section). This
extra complexity for implementing delayed branches for the interleaved schemes reduces the cost differential
between implementing delayed branches and more aggressive branch handling schemes such as using a branch
target buffer [ 131.

As our final example, we explore a case where the compiler is simply unable to resolve pipeline hazards
for the interleaved scheme. For this example, we examine the floating-point functional units. More specifically,
let us assume the processor supports a set of floating-point functional units which are capable of operating in
parallel, but with different latencies. For the blocked processor, the standard single-context processor tradeoffs
between the compiler and hardware exist for scheduling the overlapping of operations, preventing result and
issue hazards, and scheduling register file write port usage. However, for the interleaved scheme, the compiler
does not have control over the inter-context interleaving, and can no longer guarantee that these hazards will not
occur. For example, while the compiler will be able to prevent a single stream’s instructions from violating the
issue limits of a floating-point functional unit, the compiler cannot control two streams trying to issue operations
too quickly to the same functional unit. Also, if a single write port to the floating-point register tie exists, the
compiler will be unable to schedule the write port between contexts, as the instructions from different contexts
executing in different functional units may complete at the same time. To solve these problems, the interleaved
scheme requires some hardware to perform dynamic hazard resolution.

While these examples only explore a small number of the tradeoffs involved in defining the macro-
architecture, they point out the major differences between the interleaved and blocked schemes. The blocked
scheme does not greatly alter the macro-architectural tradeoffs from those of the single-context architecture.
On the other hand, the interleaved scheme favors making macro-architectural decisions which rely on dynamic
pipeline-dependency resolution.

4.2 Micro-architectural Considerations

We have just seen that the two multiple-context schemes impose different constraints on the macro-architecture.
We now show that this is also true for the micro-architecture. As mentioned before, the primary micro-
architectural issues for a multiple-context processor involve the replication of the per-context state, and the
scheduling and control of the multiple contexts on a single pipeline. We address each of theses issues in turn.
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4.2.1 State Replication

Each context (or process) has a fair  amount of state associated with it. Some of this state is kept in hardware,
such as the floating-point and integer register sets, the program counter, and the processor status word. The rest
of the state, such as the process control block, page tables, and the stack and heap are kept in main memory or
on disk. When a context yields the processor, any of this state which has the potential to be lost by the time
the context is restarted must be saved. Certain process state may be replicated for performance reasons, such as
the TLB containing copies of the page table entries. For this redundant state, the decision to save state across a
context switch depends on the probability of the state being lost, the performance cost of losing the state, and
the hardware and performance cost of saving the state.

Since multiple-context processors experience frequent context switches, state-saving solutions which
incur high overhead (such as writing the processor state to main memory) are not feasible, as the cost of
the context switch will greatly overshadow any performance gains due to the addition of multiple contexts.
Therefore, the portion of the state residing in hardware will need to be replicated on the processor in order to
get a reasonable context switch cost.

While the interleaved and blocked schemes require the same amount of state to be replicated, the
cycle-by-cycle switching of the interleaved scheme places more constraints on the hardware required for state
replication. This results in two implementation implications. The first involves state selection control. Since
state tends to be distributed throughout the processor, the interleaved scheme may require a selection decision
to be made at each state location in order to be able to switch between contexts on a cycle-by-cycle basis. For
example, a process identifier may be needed for the TLB lookup, and the controller selecting the proper process
identifier may need to be separate from the controller selecting the next instruction to issue. In contrast, the
blocked scheme has the option of keeping this decision local (e.g. making the decision solely at the controller
which selects the next instruction), and broadcasting the result to the distributed state during the context switch
pipeline flush. The second implication is for the amount of hardware needed to replicate the state. With the
interleaved scheme, all the state must be simultaneously active, since there can be any interleaving of contexts
within the pipeline. However, for the blocked scheme only a single set of state needs to be active, since at any
given point there is only a single context executing on the machine. Since there may be extra functionality,
such as a large drive capacity, associated with active state, requiring all sets of state to be active may require
this extra functionality be replicated.

.

A good example of the difference in replication constraints is in the register file implementation. For
both schemes, the register cells must be replicated to provide a cell per context. Since adding multiple contexts
places no additional requirements on the number of reads or writes per cycle the register file needs to support,
the portion of the register file devoted to the read and write ports does not need to be replicated Thus, the bit
and word lines, sense amplifiers, multiple port drivers, and a portion of the register addressing can be shared by
all the contexts. For the interleaved scheme, cells from any context can be active during a cycle. In order to be
able to address any memory cell, we need a new register specifier that consists of the context identifier and the
original register specifier. This adds a delay to the register file fetch time due to the increased time to decode the
larger register specifier. Looking at the blocked scheme, an optimization can be made to remove this extra delay.
If we physically transfer data from the context cells to a shared master cell at each context switch, the register
file fetch time can remain the same, since the register file only needs to be addressed by the register specifier.
In addition to the register file, there are many other cases, such as the TLB process identifier mentioned earlier,
where the single active context of the blocked scheme allows increased implementation flexibility.
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4.2.2 Context Schedule and Control

Obviously the hardware required to identify the current context and determine the next context differs for the two
multiple-context schemes. For the blocked scheme, where a single context is active, a single context identifier
(CID) register can keep track of the currently executing context. When a context blocks, the CID register is
loaded with the new context identifier. However, for the interleaved scheme, a single CID register is no longer
enough to decide which context is performing an action, since instructions from different contexts can be at
various stages in the pipeline. Instead, each instruction is effectively tagged with a CID. This CID flows down
the program counter (PC) chain along with the PC value. At any given point in the pipeline, the appropriate
CID determines the set of state to be used,

In addition to the control of the state machines, the multiple-context processor needs to be able to issue
instructions from the multiple contexts to the pipeline, and handle pipeline exception conditions. To explore
this further, we describe possible designs for the PC units of the two multiple-context schemes. To make the
discussion of the differences required by the two schemes more concrete, we assume the deeper pipeline. The
issues for the base pipeline are similar.

Blocked Scheme One possible PC unit for the blocked scheme supporting two contexts is shown in Figure 6.
The rectangles in the diagram represent registers; all registers have input enable capability. The register enable
and tristate control is not shown. This PC unit is very similar to that of a single-context processor, with the
only difference being a modification to the exception PC @PC) chain in order to support the multiple contexts.
This modification adds an EPC chain per context, which doubles as both the exception PC chain and the context
restart chain. Note, when we refer to the EPC chain, we are referring to the EPC chain of the current context
unless otherwise specified. We explain the PC Unit operation by first describing its operation, and then discuss
how the PC unit handles exceptions and context switches.

On any given cycle, one of several sources drives the PC bus. The possible PC sources are: (a) old
PC value plus the instruction size (normal sequential flow), (b) old PC value plus branch offset (branch), (c)
result bus (jump and jump indirect), (d) exception vector, or (e) EPC chain (restore from an exception or context
switch). The exception vector and EPC chain provide the ability to take and recover from exceptions. In general,
the depth of the EPC chain must be the number of branch delay slots in the machine, plus one. The reason
this depth is required is that the excepting instruction could be in the delay slot of a branch. The PCs of the
following instructions will not be strictly sequential for this case, so it is necessary to save the PCs up to and
including the first non-sequential instruction.

During normal operation, the EPC chain of the active context is continuously being loaded with PC
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values as instructions complete. When an exception occurs, the EPC chain of the active context contains the
PC values of the excepting and subsequent instructions. All instructions in the pipeline are then squashed, and
control is transferred to the exception vector. Since there is a single EPC chain for this context, the exception
handler must save the EPC chain before enabling further exceptions. To return from the exception, the EPC
chain is shifted out onto the PC bus as the new PC values, and once the chain is empty, the normal flow of
instructions can proceed.

A data cache read miss, which forces a context switch, can be treated similarly to a hardware-handled
exception. The context switch is delayed until the normal exception point, at which time the EPC chain for the
blocked context is loaded as if an exception had occurred. The instructions in the pipeline am squashed and
the next context to run is selected The EPC chain of the new context is shifted out, and the new context starts
executing from the instruction at which it had previously blocked.

Sharing the same EPC chain for both context switches and exceptions causes a problem when the
exception handler takes a data cache miss. Under the above scheme, the EPC chain values would be destroyed
by the context switch. Solutions to this problem are to either have an additional EPC chain for handling
exceptions, or to disable context switches upon entry into an exception handler until the EPC chain can be saved
(much like intexrupts  are disabled when taking an exception). Under most circumstances, the latter approach
appears to be better, due to its lower hardware cost. While the latter approach requires a privileged instruction
in the architecture for enabling/disabling context switches, this instruction can be useful in other situations, such
as to avoid performing context switches in application critical sections.

Interleaved Scheme Figure 7 shows a possible implementation for an interleaved PC unit supporting two
contexts. The interleaving of multiple contexts in the pipeline presents two complications in the design of the
PC unit. The first complication is relatively minor. Since the new PC value becomes available a specific number
of processor instructions after issue, this new PC value must be kept until the context becomes active again.
For example, for our pipeline, the branch result always becomes available at the end of the EX cycle. Since the
context may not be able to immediately drive its new PC value onto the bus at the point when the branch target
becomes available, holding registers must be provided until the context is selected to drive the PC Bus. The
same is true for the sequential instruction flow and other control transfers - the only difference is the exact
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point in the pipeline where the new PC value becomes available.

The second, more serious complication arises because the number of instructions issued by the processor
between two instructions from the same context is variable. This complicates both the branch and exception
handling. Our macro-architecture specifies a delayed branch. A context may not have completed issuing all
of the delay slot instructions by the time the branch is resolved. Therefore, a state machine needs to compute
at the branch resolution point how many instructions from the delay slots have already been issued, and then
force the remaining delay slot instructions to be issued before the branch occurs. While the hardware to do
this is relatively straightfoxward, it is additional hardware that is not necessary for the blocked multiple-context
processor.

Similarly, the value on the PC bus cannot be assumed to be from the same context as an instruction in
the pipeline. This affects the computation of the branch target, since the branch offset cannot simply be added
to the value on the PC bus - this value is either from another context or from the same context, but a variable
number of instructions from the branch. To solve this problem, the branch offset is added to the PC value of
the branch (which is taken from the PC chain).

Problems also arise for exceptions, as the PC values from the excepting context may be scattered
throughout the pipeline, and even worse, there may not be enough PC values to completely fill the EPC chain.
To gather the scattered PC values in the pipeline, instructions from the excepting context can be put into the
EPC chain as they fall off the end of the pipeline (with instructions from the excepting context marked to not
update any state). Note that this still allows instructions from the other contexts to continue; only the excepting
context needs to be affected. As mentioned before, the length of the EPC chain is the minimum number of PC
values that allow the processor to be restarted after an exception, therefore, not having generated enough PC
values from the context will prevent proper return from the exception. To solve this problem, PC values can
continue to be generated from the excepting context, until enough exist to fill the EPC chain. At this point, the
exception vector can be forced onto the PC Bus during the context’s next cycle, starting the exception handler.

Since the interleaved scheme uses the EPC chain to also save the PC values on a context switch, we
would expect the same problems to occur for a context switch as for an exception. This is the case for the
scattering of PC values within the pipeline, however, for the case where there are not enough PC values to fill
the EPC chain, it is not necessary to continue to generate more PC values from this context. Since the context
will be suspended, the information on the instruction sequence will remain in this context’s branch, jump, and
sequential PC registers and PC control state machine. When the context is made ready again, the saved portion
of the PC chain is shifted out, then the PC control state machine for this context is unfrozen and the proper
PC value can be driven from the branch, jump, or sequential register. This does require that the context switch
control logic keep track of how many instructions it must shift out of the EPC chain.

In summary, the interleaved scheme places greater constraints on the architectural decisions than the
blocked scheme. This is due to the nondetenninistic instruction issue of a context with respect to the processor
instruction stream. In particular, this nondeterminism removes much of the compiler’s ability to effectively
schedule code for the hardware’s pipeline dependencies. As a result, for the interleaved scheme the tradeoff is
tilted towards the use of more hardware-intensive dynamic dependency resolution. It may be that these potentially
higher-performing dynamic options would have already been chosen due to other considerations, lowering the
incremental cost of implementing the interleaved scheme. Indeed, the trend in processor architectures is towards
the use of dynamic dependency resolution. For example, the DEC Alpha architecture [3] has eliminated branch
and load delay slots, and has single-cycle issue for its floating-point units. However, these higher performance
options do have their cost, not only in terms of hardware, but also in increased design and verification time.
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5 Related Work

The modification of the traditional interleaved processors proposed is similar to two recent proposals, which
employ interleaved processors to increase the functional unit utilization of superscalar processors. Prasadh and
Wu [ 181 propose a VLIW architecture, where instructions from several contexts are combined at run time to
increase the utilization of the functional units. The paper uses an extremely shallow pipeline (3 stages), and does
not address pipeline dependencies. Daddis and Tomg [9] present a superscalar architecture in which instructions
from several contexts are used to IXl a common instruction window. Instructions from this window are available
for issue when they have no dependencies. This scheme can hide pipeline dependencies by issuing instructions
from the same or a different context. Memory latency is also hidden by issuing instructions which do not
depend on result of the memory operation. Both of these proposals do not contain enough implementation
details to completely evaluate their impact on processor complexity. However, there appears to be a fair amount
of added complexity to simultaneously issue instructions from multiple contexts. The alternative solution of
only simultaneously issuing instructions from a single context, while interleaving contexts on a cycle-by-cycle
basis may provide comparable performance  at a lower cost. We are planning to investigate these issues in the
near future.

Recently, Farrens and Pleszkun used both the interleaved and blocked schemes to help improve the
issue rate of the Cray- 1s. They compared the schemes and showed the blocked scheme to have superior
performance [4]. There are two reasons why they arrived at a different conclusion than us. First, their interleaved
scheme switches between contexts regardless of the availability of instructions for the context, resulting in cycles
being lost switching to a context which has no useful work. Second, they assumed no context switch overhead
for both of the schemes. This second assumption is reasonable for their base architecture, where instruction
decoding and availability decision is done before the issue of the instructions. However, in general for the
blocked scheme, some time is needed to decode an instruction and determine whether a context switch should
be performed, and this time results in a non-zero switch cost.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed an interleaved scheme which appears attractive for implementing multiple
contexts. The interleaved scheme has a performance advantage over the blocked alternative. While the blocked
scheme hides memory latency, the interleaved scheme can also reduce the effects of pipeline interlocks and
lower the context switch cost in addition to hiding memory latency. We have presented simulation results for
two pipelines which show that these advantages of the interleaved scheme exist, with the differences between the
two schemes becoming larger as the pipeline depth increases. However, performance alone does not determine
the usefulness of an architectural feature. In order to determine the usefulness of interleaved contexts, the other
side of the cost/performance tradeoff must also be explored. We examined the implementation complexity,
concluding that the interleaved scheme is more complex, due to the nondeterministic issue of instructions from
a single context relative to the processor instruction stream. This nondetenninism limits the amount of pipeline
scheduling which can be done by the compiler. However, this complexity is not overwhelming, and particularly
for processors which suffer from pipeline inefficiences, the performance of the interleaved scheme may justify
its additional complexity.
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A Additional Results

Blocked Interleaved

Number of Contexts
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Number of Contexts
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Deeper Pipeline
Figure 8: Processor Utilization - Ocean.

Table 8: Detailed Ocean Results.

Idle
Cache Contention
Switch Overhead
Load stall
Branch Stall
Execution Stall
Busv
Read Mii Rate

T
0.2 0.2 1.1 0.9
0.0 0.0 4.0 2.4
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.7 1.7 2.8 2.7
2.4 2.4 3.9 35

35.8 35.8 60.1 58.7
4.8 4.8 4.9 4.9

Deeper Pipeline I

Four Contexts
-iiizpG

5.7 8.3
25 2.9
5.4 25
0.0 0.0
3.6 3.6
5.1 4.3

77.7 78.4
5.1 5.4 5.4 6.3

/ Single Context 1 Two Contexts 1 Four Contexts 1 Eight Contexts
/ Block 1 Inter 1 Biock  1 Inter 1 Block 1 Inter 1 Block I Inter

1

4.3 1.4
1.4 3.6
6.9 2.1
0.2 0.0
8.7 35

18.1 15.3
Busy 33.1 33.1 so.4 51.8 59.8 68.5 60.3 74.1
ReadMk4SRat.e 4.7 4.7 4.9 4.9 4.7 5.4 5.3 6.3
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Figure 9: Processor Utilization - LocusRoute.

Table 9: Detailed Locus Results.

r

Idle
Cache Contention
Switch Overhead
Load stall
Branch Stall
Execution Stall
Spin
Busy
Read Miss Rate

Base Pipeline
Single  Context 1 ‘Iwo Contexts 1 Four Contexts
Block 1 Inter 1 Block 1 Inter 1 Block I Inter

1 1 I I

33.3 33.3 11.2 9.3 1.1 0.3
1.2 1.2 2.2 2.8 3.0 3.6
0.0 0.0 3.6 1.4 2.6 0.9
1.0 1.0 15 0.6 1.8 0.1
1.0 1.0 1.6 1.7 1.9 2.0
1.3 1.3 1.9 1.7 2.3 1.2

15.3 15.3 4.9 1.7 05 1.0
46.9 46.9 73.0 80.7 86.7 90.9
3.2 3.2 2.8 2.9 2.6 3.0

Eight Contexts
Block 1 Inter

I

0.1 0.0
3.0 3.7
2.7 0.6
1.9 0.0
1.9 1.9
2.4 0.7
0.2 2.7

87.9 90.3
2.8 3.3

i

b Deeper  Pipeline
Single Context Two Contexts Four Contexts Eight Contexts
Block I Inter Block 1 Inter Block I Inter Block 1 Inter

Idle 26.5 26.5 6.9 6.2 05 0.3 0.0 0.0
Cache Contention 1.1 1.1 1.6 2.1 1.9 2.7
Switch Overhead 0.0 0.0 2.7 2.0 3.1 1.2
Load stall 3.1 3.1 3.9 2.6 4.1 05
Branch Stall 15.7 15.7 19.6 13.3 20.8 8.9
Execution Stall 2.2 2.2 2.7 2.8 2.9 2.3
spin 2.2 2.2 05 0.6 0.9 25
Busy 49.3 49.3 62.0 70.5 1 65.7 81.6
ReadMi!TSRate 2.8 2.8 25 3.0 1 25 3.0

20.6 85
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Figure 10: Processor Utilization - Cholesky.

Table 10: Detailed Cholesky Results.

Idle
Cache Contention
Switch Overhead
Load Stall
Branch Stall
Execution Stall
spin
Busy
ReadMiSSRate

19.8 19.8
0.8 0.8
0.0 0.0
05 05
1.2 1.2
8.2 8.2

27.1 27.1
42.4 42.4

1.1 1.1

I Sinele Context

Single Context
Block  1 Inter

Idle
Cache Contention
Switch Overhead
Load Stall
Branch Stall
Execution Staii
Spin
Busy
ReadMiSSRate

Block I Inter
16.0 16.0
05 05
0.0 0.0
1.6 1.6
4.3 4.3

20.0 20.0
25.9 25.9
31.6 31.6

1.1 1.1

5iiapzF
4.9 95
1.1 15
7.6 1.0
0.6 0.3
15 1.8

10.0 8.6
21.9 16.2
52.3 61.0

1.3 15

Four Contexts Eight Contexts
Block 1 Inter Biock  I I n t e r

1.0 1.7 0.8 1.7
15 2.7 2.2 3.7
6.0 1.1 3.8 1.1
0.8 0.1 0.9 0.0
1.8 2.3 2.2 2.4

12.0 8.7 13.9 8.6
14.1 5.7 2.6 1.3
62.8 77.7 73.6 81.1

1.7 2.0 2.3 2.8
eeper Pipeline
Two contexts Four Contexts Eight Contexts
Block  I Inter Block I Inter Block I Inter

3.8 3.9 0.8 0.9 2.9 3.3
0.8 1.0 1.1 1.9 1.3 2.6
5.9 1.2 4.6 15 35 1.4
2.1 1.4 2.4 0.8 2.6 0.4
5.7 45 65 3.7 6.9 2.9

26.2 225 29.9 23.6 31.4 22.3
13.8 17.5 6.4 55 0.8 1.2
41.7 47.9 48.2 621 SO.8 65.9

1.2 1.4 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.6
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